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The Nomad Concept bvba
absolute fine architectural sails

GOAL

to present elegant, architectural sail sculptures
The Nomad Concept presents attractive, elegant sail sculptures that excel in the fields of
design, functionality and quality. They are light, very translucent and have a fairly good
UV resistance. We want to create beautiful, refined design objects that are technically
strong and that form a sober and logic ensemble without any obstructive element. Our
architectural sails are the result of years of research and testing.
For the membrane you can choose from a variety of types of textile. The best quality
remains beautiful for several decades without losing its value. Masts are usually in anodised aluminium but other materials are possible (wood, stainless steel, titanium, …).
Cables are made of high quality stainless steel, the same type that is used for sailboats.
The architectural sails serve as protection from sun and rain and are strong enough to
resist a storm.

All sail sculptures are open, to not exclude
the environment in a banal way. They extend your living space and make life outside more fun.
With the proper lighting, you create a fairy
atmosphere in the evening.
The Nomad Concept offers custom made
sail sculptures, standard design products
and has sails for rent.
You will find numerous photographs and
information on our website.

CUSTOM MADE

a specific design for a unique situation
Because every situation is different, we create a unique sail sculpture for you, adjusted to your personal situation, needs and taste.
Taken into account your wishes and budget, we prepare a preliminary design, showing a 3D image of the sail structure in the existing
surroundings. Once the preliminary design is approved, we can issue an offer and start working out the technical details and the
fabrication.
The price paid for the preliminary design will be subtracted from the total price after the actual construction of the sail sculpture.
The price for a sail sculpture can vary strongly depending on the size, materials used, number of anchor points, complexity of the
design… After approval of the preliminary design, we make a final offer for the project including design, fabrication, set-up of the sail
sculpture and its components: membrane, poles, cables and fastening elements.
Preparatory adjustment works to the environment, as foundation works, are calculated separately.
We can conceive an architectural sail for any space. However, custom made sails are primarily recommended for surfaces of 25 m²
and more. For smaller surfaces, our standard design products might be more a interesting alternative.

DESIGN PRODUCTS
stylish standard

On top of the custom made tensile sculptures, we also present very nice standard design products in several dimensions.
The membranes of sail sculptures Borneo, Wing, Icebird, Icebird Extended, Phylosophus and Manta are realised in different fabrics,
from refined summer textile with a silk-like texture to extremely strong and UV resistant teflon (PTFE) that keeps its beautiful shape
even in the winter season. The parasol Umbellae has a unique design and is available in several fabrics and colours.
The poles of the standard design products are made of anodised aluminium, cables and rigging screws of stainless steel, the same
type that is used on sailboats.
Our standard sail sculptures are designed to allow an easy do it yourself set-up.
The choice of the fabric determines the price of each tensile structure. Prices are exclusive of foundation works, installation and
transport costs. All costs related to extra services (a.o. working hours and travel costs, linked to a set-up or maintenance) are
charged separately.

RENTING

a feast for the eye
The Nomad Concept has refined creations for rent for open air parties. We work for events where an aesthetic standard is highly
valued.
Besides several standard design products, we also present the Add-on, a modular sail sculpture for larger space coverings.
Prices for rented sails are for 3 days, setting-up and dismounting included. We offer special prices for longer periods.

